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DIGITAL  AND ONLINE TOOLS 

+ Animations
+ Applications (apps)
+  Blogs
+ Curated content
+  E-newsletter
+  Ebooks
+  Influencer weblinks
+  Infographics
+  Interactive games
+  Intranet
+  Keyword optimisation
+ Memes/Reaction gifs

+ Microsites (mini websites)
+ Online forums
+ Online newsroom
+  Podcasts
+ QR Codes
+  Search Engine Optimisation 

(SEO)
+  Slideshare
+  Videos
+ Web landing pages
+ Webinars
+ Websites

DIGITAL MARKETING 
STRATEGY 
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DIGITAL  MARKETING STRATEGY 

+ Digital Marketing is not (or doesn’t need to be) 
vastly different from traditional marketing

+ It is simply using traditional marketing and 
communication methods that have stood the 
test of time, but applying them to digital 
channels

+ The purpose and messaging essentially don’t 
change, it’s just the delivery methods that have 
evolved.



DIGITAL  MARKETING 

1. Remember your brand and positioning 
2. Remember your customer personas 
3. Review your website 
4. Social media content 
5. Blog 
6. E-newsletter 
7. Visual content 
8. Advertising 
9. Mobile marketing 
10. Other written content and tools 
11. Integrated strategy 
12. Monitor and evaluate 
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ANIMATIONS 

+ Animations – animated videos are a great option if you want 
to present a concept that is difficult or expensive to convey 
via film 

+ Can be cheaper and fun or whimsical
+ Can present complex or detailed information in an informal 

way
+  Research marketing animators and look at examples of their 

work before engaging one

EXAMPLES OF MARKETING ANIMATIONS
+  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W1CmLWPRg4
+  https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=61&v=I_acCvwTQ-Q


APPS (APPL ICATIONS) 

+ Mobile apps are software programs you can download and 
access directly using your phone or another mobile device – 
like a tablet or music player.

+ Mobile apps are developed to generate money from 
purchase or activation, solve a business technical issue or to 
provide a competitive advantage.

+ Mobile applications have also become a very powerful 
marketing tool.

+ Apps should useful, interactive and/or fun
+  Research app developers and look at examples of their work 

before engaging one
Eg. A massage therapist that has an app for booking an 
appointment; AAMI’s smart driver app; an app that acts as a 
mini-site or portal, information at fingertips without having to 
go to a website
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BLOGS 
+ A blog or weblog is a way to get your viewpoint into the market 

and bring together online and social media marketing efforts. 
+  It’s like providing your own regular news service.
+ Great for building credibility, driving traffic to your website and 

improving SEO. Is detailed in a download in this module.
+  The blogger writes about a topic and uploads it to the internet 

on a blogging platform, such as Wordpress or Blogger or onto 
their website.

+  People interested in the blog, can go to the blog’s web address 
by typing the url address into their browser, just like visiting a 
website. Users can then read the blog, as and when they choose.

+ Most blogs also have built-in tools and plug-ins, which allow your 
audience to subscribe to blog updates via email or RSS (Really 
Simple Syndication) feeds. This means, whenever you update 
your blog, your subscribers will receive notification.

http://blog.myprplus.com.au  



CURATED CONTENT 

+  “Content curation is the process of collecting, organising and 
displaying information relevant to a particular topic or area of 
interest” – wikipedia

+  You source and collate content relevant to your target audience 
either manually or automatically and reproduce it via your 
preferred communication channels (such as social media, your 
website)

+  Balance curated content with original content
+ Don’t plagarise, always provide attribution
+ Use credible sources
List of automated tools
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/content-curation-tools 
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E-NEWSLETTERS 

+ An e-newsletter is a great way to stay front of mind or promote 
your content to your database 

+  Be regular in sending it, whether its weekly, fortnightly or monthly
+  There are some fantastic tools out there (including free options with 

http://mailchimp.com/ ) that provide ready-made optimised e-
newsletter templates that you can send to your database. 

+  They also provide great analytics, database and subscription 
management. You can create sign-up forms on your website and 
social media pages. 

+  If you write a blog or create other content you can provide 
highlights in your e-newsletter

SAMPLE E-NEWSLETTER
http://us8.campaign-archive1.com/?
u=9924615046d7a78d7203278a2&id=f0df2c5983

EBOOKS 

+  Ebooks are digital versions of books
+  They can be quite simple and reasonably short
+  They can be offered as free downloads on your website and used to 

generate leads, by offering a download if they submit their email 
address

+ Create content that would be valuable to your target audience and 
a catchy title eg. A wedding planner could create a 15page ebook 
on “How to save thousands planning your wedding”

+ Helps also build credibility and points in the trust bank
Ebook tips and templates
+  http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-create-ebooks-free-

templates-ht  
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INFLUENCER WEBL INKS 

+ Generally speaking you want as many ‘credible’ links to your 
website appearing on other websites

+ A great way to do this is to speak to key influencers, partners, 
customers and offer them a link to their site (it can be as part of a 
case study or testimonial or news story on your website), in return 
ask for a link from them

+  Just make sure that they site is credible (not a spammy site) and any 
links provided are live – regularly check backlinks to and from your 
site to make sure they haven’t broken

INFOGRAPHICS 

+ An infographic is a way of combining information, data and text to 
convey knowledge in a visual manner.

+ Can be highly effective in conveying otherwise complex data and 
information via a visual medium, with the potential to go viral.

+  Since it’s a visual medium, it makes great fodder for social media 
and can enhance search engine optimisation (SEO).

+ A good infographic encourages social sharing, and promotes 
natural link building (this means Google likes it).

+  Infographics are also great at building brand awareness and 
delivering concise and engaging messages.

+ Good for delivering complex information or big data in a format 
that is easily consumed. Position yourself as an expert in a particular 
subject and build personal and brand credibility.

+  There are some great free/low cost DIY tools out there such as 
http://www.easel.ly/ and http://visual.ly/

MORE INFO: http://blog.myprplus.com.au/2014/11/get-your-
infographic-on-why-you-need.html
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INTERACTIVE GAMES 

+  Interactive games are like apps and should useful, interactive 
and/or fun

+  Research app or game developers and look at examples of 
their work before engaging one

+  You can include them on your website
Eg. An example is often educational tools on a site ‘For Kids’, 
WWF has an interactive tool or game where you calculate your 
environmental footprint after choosing your own avatar
http://www.qagoma.qld.gov.au/kids/games_for_kids 
http://www.wwf.org.au/our_work/
people_and_the_environment/human_footprint/
footprint_calculator/ 

INTRANET 

+ Depending on your organisation you may have a need for an 
‘internal’ internet source

+ A site that all staff can access via the internet regardless of 
their location, similar to a website but closed to general 
public

+ Great for sharing policies, procedures, internal or staff news 
and collaborating on documents

+ Many cloud based software programs available such as 
Google Drive or Google docs; Dropbox; or Microsoft 
Sharepoint 
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KEYWORD OPTIMISATION 

+  Ensure your digital and web content features relevant 

keywords that users are most likely to use when they are 
searching for your type of products or services.

+  Keep in mind, what you think is a keyword and what words 
people are actually searching for can be completely 
different. There are several ways you can verify what the 
most popular keywords are.

+  Free information on hot keywords and trends can be found 
at Google Trends and Insights, Wordtracker and 
Ubersuggest. You can also type a search term straight into 
Google and see what predictive search options come up, 
choose a suggested search term and then directly below you 
can see how many search results there are. For more 
detailed keyword information you can use Google’s Keyword 
Planner but it may require you to set up a free Google 
Adwords account and campaign (though you don’t have to 
proceed with campaign and payment if you don’t want to).

MEMES 

+ Maybe you’ve seen a funny ‘grumpy cat’  
picture or ‘success kid’ (the adorable toddler,  
clenching a fistful of sand in his little toddler 
hand) and had a good old chuckle. 

+  They are Memes
+  So what exactly is a meme (‘meem’)?
+ An Internet meme often uses a recognisable  

image associated with a particular feeling or  
catch-phrase that has been altered or added to for humorous 
purposes.

+ Memes can help meet a number of marketing objectives, primarily 
social media engagement, search engine optimisation and brand 
awareness. 

+  You can share existing memes found on the Internet or you can 
create your own using sites such as memegenerator.net or 
www.keepcalm-o-matic.co.uk; Check terms of use 
http://blog.myprplus.com.au/search/label/reaction%20gif 
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REACTION GIFS 

+ An animated GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) file is a graphic 
image on a web page that moves. An animated GIF can loop 
endlessly (and it appears as though your document never finishes 
arriving) or it can present one or a few sequences and then stop the 
animation.

+ A reaction gif is a physical or emotional response that is captured in 
a gif, which you can link in response to someone or something on 
the Internet. For example, if you want to share a feeling of 
‘Noooooo!’ then you choose an animated gif that clearly displays 
this reaction.

+  The one shown here 
http://blog.myprplus.com.au/search/label/reaction%20gif is a 
‘Thumbs Up’. For example you could create a social media update 
about reaching a particular sales target and attach the ‘Thumbs Up’ 
gif to reinforce that feeling.

+  http://www.reactiongifs.com/ always check Terms of Use 

MICROSITES 

+  “A microsite is an individual web page or a small cluster of pages 

which are meant to function as a discrete entity within an existing 
website or to complement an offline activity. The microsite’s main 
landing page can have its own domain name or subdomain” – 
wikipedia

+ A microsite has a relationship to an organisation and its primary 
website but has its own separate domain, navigation, design and 
content.

+ Microsites provide more flexibility over design and closer 
integration of design and content.

+  They are great for specific campaigns or as a web landing page to 
drive a specific call to action.

+ Microsites also remove the distractions that integration into the 
main corporate site would bring. Main site navigation is removed, 
as well as footers and other irrelevant elements. The user is focused 
purely on the campaign and associated calls to action.
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ONLINE FORUMS 

+  Participating on online forums and blog discussions is a good 
way of increasing profile and building credibility for yourself and 
your business

+  Identify credible and relevant forums and blogs relating to your 
business or industry

+ Create an account, monitor and/or subscribe
+ Check terms of use
+ Comment when you can add some value to a post, story or 

discussion 
+  If allowed as part of terms of use include a backlink to your site
+ Don’t just plug your own products or provide spammy backlinks
+ A lot of bloggers actually will return the love and engage on 

your site, which in turn also improves your SEO

ONLINE NEWSROOM 

+  If you regularly produce media releases or images or videos as 
part of your business, create yourself an online ‘Newsroom’ 
webpage

+ Media releases these days aren’t just for journalists
+ Upload copies of any media releases, images or footage that 

are cleared for use by the media, onto your online newsroom
+  Include contact details for media enquiries
+  You never know when a journalist or influential blogger may 

want to speak to you about a positive media opportunity and 
you want to make it as easy for them as possible
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PODCASTS 

+  “A podcast is a digital medium that consists of an episodic 
series of audio, video, digital radio, PDF, or ePub files 
subscribed to and downloaded through web syndication or 
streamed on-line to a computer or mobile device.” – 
wikipedia

+ Generally podcasts contain audio or video, but they could 
also be images, text, PDF, or any other file type. Many 
podcasts follow the radio show format, but they're also used 
in many other ways, particularly as a marketing or 
informational tool

+ Websites can offer media files as direct downloads or 
streams, but podcasts can also be downloaded automatically 
using syndication software such as Atom or RSS. 

+  It’s another medium of sharing information and is great for 
Q&A sessions, interviews, presentations

+  http://www.abc.net.au/rollercoaster/click/features/podcasts/ 

QR CODES 

+  From wikipedia: QR codes have become common in consumer 
advertising. 

+  Typically, a smartphone is used as a QR code  
scanner, displaying the code and converting  
it to some useful form (such as a standard  
URL for a website, thereby obviating the  
need for a user to type it into a web browser).

+  The QR code has become a focus of advertising strategy, since it 
provides a way to access a brand's website more quickly than by 
manually entering a URL. Beyond mere convenience to the 
consumer, the importance of this capability is that it increases the 
conversion rate (the chance that contact with the advertisement 
will convert to a sale), by coaxing interested prospects further 
down the conversion funnel with little delay or effort, bringing the 
viewer to the advertiser's website immediately, where a longer 
and more targeted sales pitch may lose the viewer's interest.

http://www.qrstuff.com/ 
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SEO TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

+  It is no secret that search engines such as Google are constantly 
updating their algorithms to maintain the credibility of their 
search results. SEO experts are always looking for technical 
ways to beat or work around the algorithms. Algorithm updates 
aim to shut down any unethical SEO tricks and may penalise 
websites that use ‘blackhat’ techniques.

+ A good SEO expert will keep up-to-date with the latest 
algorithm developments and ensure the SEO techniques they 
use will help not hinder your website.

+  You’ll find tips on how to increase your SEO yourself and how to 
develop your own website in a download in this module

SL IDESHARE 

+  SlideShare has grown to become the world’s largest community 
for sharing presentations and other professional content.

+  If you have created a great presentation (or PowerPoint) you 
can upload it to this site for the public to access

+  It’s a great way to increase SEO and general profile as well as 
build up credibility in the trust bank

+ www.slideshare.net 
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VIDEOS 

+  Visual content such as videos is great for SEO and encourage 
engagement. 

+  Videos can be loaded on YouTube and on your website and 
shared on social media. 

+  Think broadly about different types of videos you could create: 
testimonials, Q&As, events, instructional videos.

+  These days it’s a lot easier to create reasonably high quality 
videos yourself

+  Software like Camtasia also makes it a lot easier
+  https://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html 
+  https://support.google.com/youtube#topic=4355169 

WEB LANDING PAGES 

+  Like microsites, web landing pages stand alone web pages that 
have no relation to your main website.

+  They don’t have global menus for you to get back to your home 
page, they are simple, single pages with one simple objective – 
get your target market to do something.

+  Let’s call it for a moment a ‘call to action’ page.
+  Say you want people to download an e-book, book an 

appointment or sign-up to a webinar, free trial, or notify them of 
a launch  (just choose the one objective), then that’s the ONLY 
thing you want them to do.

+  You want them to input their email details and sign-up or 
purchase, nothing else. You don’t want them being distracted 
by any shiny new objects or be drawn off to a social media link 
or back to your home page.

+  http://blog.myprplus.com.au/2015/03/why-you-dont-want-
people-to-go-to-your.html 
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WEBINARS 

+ Webinars are the equivalent of online seminars
+  You can host an information session or give a presentation via 

video conferencing, prerecorded videos, or live sharing or 
recording a presentation from your desktop, with or without 
audio and visual

+  Easier than it sounds, check out free tools like Google Hangouts
+  You can create the event then invite people to join it
+ Combine it with a website landing page to register for the 

webinar and you have a lead generation magnet
+  Like your ebooks choose valuable content and present it with a 

catchy title: “Learn how to sew this skirt from scratch in 30 
minutes”

+  If you record your webinar you can also load it up to Youtube 
(Google hangouts will do this automatically for you if you wish)

+ DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGY
+ DIGITAL AND ONLINE TOOLS
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